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EPIDEMIA
MALATTIE 
CRONICHE

L'espressione tempesta perfetta si 

riferisce al verificarsi simultaneo di una 
serie di eventi che, presi singolarmente, 
sarebbero stati molto meno potenti che 

nella loro fortuita combinazione.
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Persone di 15 anni e più e 65 anni e più che dichiarano di essere affette da almeno una malattia 
cronica grave, per ripartizione geografica. Anno 2015 (Elaborazione dati ISTAT). 
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Prevalenza di multimorbosità per fasce d’età e condizione socioeconomica (Fonte: Barnett K)











Malattie croniche. La catena delle cause

• Reddito

• Istruzione

• Classe sociale

Determinanti 
sociali

• Sedentarietà

• Eccesso di peso

• Fumo

• Alcol

Fattori di 
rischio

• Accessibilità

• Utilizzazione

• Qualità

Assistenza 
sanitaria



• “Nonostante si viva in un mondo 
dominato dalle patologie croniche, 
nei luoghi di cura si pratica una 
medicina quasi esclusivamente per 
acuti: all’alba del XXI secolo 
persistono i modelli del XIX secolo” 

• (R. Rozzini e M. Trabucchi, 2013) 



Aspettare……….







• Il paradigma dell’attesa è quello tipico delle

malattie acute: attesa di un evento su cui intervenire, su
cui mobilitarsi per risolvere il problema. Applicare alle
malattie croniche il paradigma assistenziale delle malattie
acute provoca danni incalcolabili. Ciò significa che il
“sistema” si mobilita davvero solo quando il paziente
cronico si aggrava, si scompensa, diventa “finalmente”
un paziente acuto. Ciò significa rinunciare non solo alla
prevenzione, alla rimozione dei fattori di rischio, ma
anche al trattamento adeguato della malattia cronica di
base.

Paradigma dell’attesa



Our aim was to improve 

health in the whole registered 

population by identifying 

treatable problems at an earlv, 

often presymptomatic stage, 

and to learn from our mistakes 

by looking for them 

systematically.

This proactive policy 

depended on practice 

organisation, teamwork, 

and structured records.

Anticipatory Health Care

Julian Tudor Hart
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THE INVERSE CARE LAW

JULIAN TUDOR HART

Glyncorrwg Health Centre, Port Talbot, Glamorgan, Wales

Summary 
The availability of good medical care
tends to vary inversely with the need for

it in the population served. This inverse care law

operates more completely where medical care is most

exposed to market forces, and less so where such

exposure is reduced. The market distribution of

medical care is a primitive and historically outdated
social form, and any return to it would further exag-
gerate the maldistribution of medical resources.

Interpreting the Evidence

THE existence of large social and geographical in-

equalities in mortality and morbidity in Britain is

known, and not all of them are diminishing. Between
1934 and 1968, weighted mean standardised mortality
from all causes in the Glamorgan and Monmouthshire

valleys rose from 128% of England and Wales rates
to 131 %. Their weighted mean infant mortality rose
from 115% of England and Wales rates to 124%
between 1921 and 1968.1 The Registrar General’s

last Decennial Supplement on Occupational Mortality
for 1949-53 still showed combined social classes i and

II (wholly non-manual) with a standardised mortality
from all causes 18% below the mean, and combined
social classes iv and v (wholly manual) 5% above it.
Infant mortality was 37% below the mean for social
class (professional) and 38% above it for social

class v (unskilled manual).
A just and rational distribution of the resources of

medical care should show parallel social and geo-

graphical differences, or at least a uniform distribution.
The common experience was described by Titmuss
in 1968:

" We have learnt from 15 years’ experience of the Health
Service that the higher income groups know how to make
better use of the service; they tend to receive more special-
ist attention; occupy more of the beds in better equipped
and staffed hospitals; receive more elective surgery; have
better maternal care, and are more likely to get psychiatric
help and psychotherapy than low-income groups-

particularly the unskilled." 2

These generalisations are not easily proved statis-

tically, because most of the statistics are either not

available (for instance, outpatient waiting-lists by area
and social class, age and cause specific hospital mor-

tality-rates by area and social class, the relation between
ante-mortem and post-mortem diagnosis by area and
social class, and hospital staff shortage by area) or else

they are essentially use-rates. Use-rates may be

interpreted either as evidence of high morbidity among
high users, or of disproportionate benefit drawn by
them from the National Health Service. By piling up
the valid evidence that poor people in Britain have

higher consultation and referral rates at all levels of
the N.H.S., and by denying that these reflect actual
differences in morbidity, Rein 3,4 has tried to show
that Titmuss’s opinion is incorrect, and that there are
no significant gradients in the quality or accessibility
of medical care in the N.H.S. between social classes.

Class gradients in mortality are an obvious obstacle
to this view. Of these Rein says:

" 
One conclusion reached ... is that since the lower

classes have higher death rates, then they must be both
sicker or less likely to secure treatment than other classes
... it is useful to examine selected diseases in which

there is a clear mortality class gradient and then compare
these rates with the proportion of patients in each class
that consulted their physician for treatment of these

diseases...."

He cites figures to show that high death-rates may
be associated with low consultation-rates for some

diseases, and with high rates for others, but, since the

pattern of each holds good through all social classes,
he concludes that

" a reasonable inference to be drawn from these findings
is not that class mortality is an index of class morbidity,
but that for certain diseases treatment is unrelated to out-

come. Thus both high and low consultation rates can

yield high mortality rates for specific diseases. These

data do not appear to lead to the compelling conclusion
that mortality votes can be easily used as an area of class-
related morbidity."

This is the only argument mounted by Rein against
the evidence of mortality differences, and the reason-
able assumption that these probably represent the

final outcome of larger differences in morbidity.
Assuming that " votes " is a misprint for " rates ", I
still find that the more one examines this argument
the less it means. To be fair, it is only used to support
the central thesis that " the availability of universal

free-on-demand, comprehensive services would appear
to be a crucial factor in reducing class inequalities in
the use of medical care services ". It certainly would,
but reduction is not abolition, as Rein would have

quickly found if his stay in Britain had included

more basic fieldwork in the general practitioner’s
surgery or the outpatient department.

Non-statistical Evidence

There is massive but mostly non-statistical evidence
in favour of Titmuss’s generalisations. First of all

there is the evidence of social history. James 5 described
the origins of the general-practitioner service in indus-
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• Il paradigma dell’iniziativa è quello che meglio si adatta alla
gestione delle malattie croniche, perchè i suoi attributi sono:

• a) La valutazione dei bisogni della comunità e l’attenzione ai
determinanti della salute (anche quelli cosiddetti “distali”, ovvero
quelli socio-economici, che sono alla base delle crescenti
diseguaglianze nella salute, anche sul versante dell’utilizzazione e
qualità dei servizi, nei portatori di malattie croniche);

• b) La propensione agli interventi di prevenzione, all’utilizzo di
sistemi informativi e alla costruzione di database, alle attività
programmate e agli interventi proattivi (es: costruzione di registri di
patologia, stratificazione del rischio, richiamo programmato dei
pazienti, etc);

• c) Il coinvolgimento e la motivazione degli utenti, l’attività di 
counselling individuale e di gruppo, l’interazione con le risorse della 
comunità (associazioni di volontariato, gruppi di autoaiuto, etc.).

Paradigma dell’iniziativa





Malattie croniche. La catena delle cause

• Reddito
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• Classe sociale
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sociali
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Sanità d’iniziativa

Chronic Care Model













THE CHRONIC CARE MODEL



What characterizes an 
“informed, activated patient”?

Informed,
Activated
Patient

They have goals and a plan to improve their 
health,  and the motivation, information, skills, 

and confidence necessary to manage their 
illness well.



Kate Lorig
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Arruolati CCM

2006 2012

Diabete tipo 1 29.000 156.000

Diabete tipo 2 1.948.000 3.749.000

Cancro della mammella 67.000 126.000

Cardiopatia ischemica 635.000 1.700.000

Asma 6.000 799.000

BPCO 8.000 633.000

Totale 2.693.000 7.163.000





















“The well known but 
underappreciated secret of 
the value of primary care is 
its person and population, 
rather than disease, focus” 

Barbara Starfield (1932-2011)



“It is time that primary care 
physicians take leadership in moving 
medical care where it needs to be: to 
the care of patients and populations 
and not the care of diseases. It is not 
only biologically correct to do so – it 
is also more effective, more efficient, 

safer, and more equitable”.


